[From symptom to syndrome using modern software support].
Diagnosing rare diseases can be challenging for clinicians. This article gives an overview on novel approaches, which enable automated phenotype-driven analyses of differential diagnoses for rare diseases as well as genomic variation data of affected individuals. The focus lies on reliable methods for collating clinical phenotypic data and new algorithms for precise and robust assessment of the similarity between phenotypic profiles. The Human Phenotype Ontology project (HPO; www.human-phenotype-ontology.org ) provides an ontology for collating symptoms and clinical phenotypic abnormalities. Using ontologies makes it possible to capture these data in a precise and comprehensive fashion as well as to apply reliable and robust automated analyses. Tools, such as the Phenomizer, enable the algorithmic calculation of similarity values amongst patients or between patients and disease descriptions. Such digital tools represent a solid foundation for differential diagnostic applications. Many rare diseases have a strong genetic component but the analysis of the coding DNA variants in rare disease patients is an enormously complex procedure, which often impedes successful molecular diagnostics. In this situation a combined analysis of the patients HPO-coded phenotypic features and the genomic characteristics of the variants can be of substantial help. In this case the HPO project and the associated algorithms are helpful: it is therefore an important component for phenotype-driven translational research and prioritization of disease-relavant genomic variations.